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Summary
This paper presents the problems of influence of variants of finishing processing on flow of machining parts in flexible manufacturing system. The technological processes for piston rods and rams of hydraulic cylinders. A model variants of technological processes for piston rods finished with the burnishing were also presented. In these studies the influence of technological variants including burnishing and grinding process on production scheduling was carefully analyzed. Basing on the idea of preliminary scheduling method the attempt of estimation how the technological variants influence the productions of flexible manufacturing system was made.
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1. Introduction

The production of piston rods and driving shafts demands the sequence of technological operations such as: turning, drilling, milling, and grinding, polishing, burnishing, hardening and also galvanic plating [1, 2]. Figure 1
presents examples of shafts - piston roads of hydraulic. The requirements for treating this group of parts create a multiphase process structure including: preparation of basic form, preparation of part including shaping functional features, finishing, heat treatment or thermal-chemical processing [3, 4]. In the field of flexibly automated production, the concentration of phases on one operation is the aim, that helps to achieve spectacular technical and economical results. The advantages of concentration of manufacturing tasks are widely used in machining centers. The production of shaft can be an example of concentration of tasks in turning centers.

Burnishing techniques (smoothing or strengthening) applied as a finishing process on CNC lathes and center lathes is another example of concentration of operations.

The advantages of concentration of manufacturing tasks are widely used in machining centers. The production of shaft can be an example of concentration of tasks in turning centers.

Burnishing is one of more effective technologies of the finishing process for piston rods production [6]. Not all of the parts produced in the cell require or meet requirements of the burnishing technology. This can have an essential influence on the productivity of the flexible manufacturing cell.

2. Variants of technological processes

Burnishing, smoothing turning, center less grinding can be an example of an alternative method for replacing processing with center grinding or polishing.

In the technology of burnishing piston rods in the flexibly automated production it is possible to favor two criteria for the purpose of this processing:
• smoothing burnishing,
• strengthening burnishing.

In practice, at the production of piston rods the variant of the technological process with smoothing burnishing can eliminate operations of polishing and grinding. However, strengthening burnishing can result from design requirements and as the technological variant it can turn out a less efficient process than the inductive hardening surface.

In the research on variants of technological piston rods and rams variants of machining tasks for individual resources were accepted.

The variants of processing tasks have the common basic parameters of processing requirements for comparisons (Table 1), as:

S – shape of the surface,
D – dimension accuracy,
R – roughness,
H – surface hardness,
DH – depth of hardening outer layer,
MS – mistakes of shape,
ML – mistakes of location.

The above machining requirements for rotational surfaces were assigned to machining resources.

The concentration of turning with burnishing (in the limited range of parameters), can meet the largest number of machining requirements, that is shown in Table 1. Figure 2 presents examples of variants of technological processes without burnishing.

As a result of analysis of processes of technological piston rods examples – variants of technological processes with burnishing in flexible manufacturing cell were distinguished as shown in Fig. 3.
Resources:  L – lathe, CL – center lathe, HI – induction

Jobs:  T – turning, M – milling, D – drilling,
       SH – surface hardening, G – grinding, P – polishing

Parameters:  S – shape of the surface, D – dimension accuracy,
             R – roughness, H – surface hardness,
             DH – depth of hardening outer layer,
             MS – mistakes of shape, ML – mistakes of location

Fig. 2. Variants of technological processes for piston rods without burnishing – examples
3. Preliminary schedule of the production

The number of schedule problems in the flexibly automated production is limited to flow problems that is the order of stages of the production is determined in advance and it is the same for each of machining tasks [7, 8]. It is resulting from the increasing accuracy in the process of machining and the order
of formation of the shape. Therefore the majority of the operation is being organized according to growing accuracy of the operation. However, the possibility of utilization burnishing can disturb the flow organization of production. It is resulting from the possibility of applying burnishing as final operation in resources (lathes or machining centers), being reasons of dimension accuracy, at the beginning of technological process. Theoretically every technological process can be done as the flow process but we do not always have the sufficient number of repeated resources in the production line. In many cases a considerable capital cost is inevitable what is an irrational problem at short-term planning.

Figure 4 presents network organization of production which enables recording of every variant of the technological process for every sequence of operations.

![Network conception of production](image-url)

Fig. 4. Network conception of production
The contemporary requirements of market require the quick reaction on appearing orders of manufacturers [9]. The preliminary schedules of production (and even the detailed schedules of production) are prepared at the early stage of preparation of production plan to estimate production capacity of the system.

In planning production we can distinguish the following principle stages:

- determining the variants of production plans:
  - determining production of productive parts,
  - distribution of operations and tools to machines,
- preparing preliminary schedules of different plans of production,
- the estimation of the preliminary schedule and choice of the production plan.

Preliminary scheduling, is giving the information about requirements of manufacturing cell. Such a planning strains the system less and gives results earlier.

As the next step, it is possible to make a scheduling support based on the limited productivity, in order to estimate consequences of limiting the availability of the manufacturing cell. As a result, more reliable and exact scheduling of resources can be received.

At the study we limited our divagations and researches to one flexible manufacturing cell oriented to the production of shafts. The flexible manufacturing cell consists of: two turners centers CNC (CL1 and CL2), induction hardening station (HI), three cylinder grinders (G) and polishing machine (P). The selection of the number and type of machines was dictated by balancing of the production plan. With regard to high automation of CNC machine tools, to eliminate rearming, small batches of similar products were grouped together (Group Technology), for example, in one-day production plan [10, 11]. In the analysis the time of transportation between resources was set as 6s. The times of transportation and setups were included in processing times for batch. Fourteen carts were used for transportation and as mid operation stores as well. Every cart is being treated as a batch of the product. The match that exceeds the capacity of the cart is passed to the next cart. The galvanic processing was not analyzed in the considered cell. Researches were carried out for 14 types of piston rods and rams. The analysis for 11 variants of production plans were carried out (of variants of plans of loads of resources, Fig. 5). The growing number of alternative technological processes with burnishing on center lathes CNC in plans was considered.

In the next stage of research the analysis of the influence of quantitative leading variants with burnishing to the flexible manufacturing cell (FMC) on the plan of production was carried out.

Variant „1” is an entrance variant without processing with burnishing (Fig. 6 and first variant of Fig. 5). Variant „2” contains one technological process with burnishing, variant „3” – two processes with burnishing, etc. Variant „10”
contains nine processes with burnishing. In every variant of the plan there are realized 14 technological processes.

In next step preliminary schedules were generated which were used for further analysis. The graph of loading of resources on basis of preliminary schedules was prepared (Fig. 7).

Exemplary schedules are presented in Fig. 8 for variant „1” – without burnishing and for variant „6” – with burnishing for five different technological processes.
4. Estimation of the production plan variant

In order to make schedules our own system written in Visual Basic was used on basis of heuristic algorithms. The system generates the suboptimum area of solutions, according to criterion of the shortest time for the production in the FMC.

The structure of the system, given for the assessment and choice of the variant of the production program is presented in Fig. 9.

To start with the matrix of attributed processing task without burnishing (as a point of reference for further comparisons) is considered as well as the file of matrix of attributed processing task with burnishing. After generating schedules, the next step is choosing criteria for the estimation and variants of technology, based on the database of criteria.

The database contains the following criteria: productivity of FMC, effectiveness of resources usage, productivities of resources. However, in the concluding module the system is analyzing generated schedules on the basis of earlier estimation criteria and choosing the production plan for the realization.
On basis of schedules the graph was prepared Fig. 10, represents the influence of concentration of operation with burnishing on production time in resources and in FMC.
The horizontal line marks 100% (550 min with 480 operations in the production plan) of realization of variant „1” of plan production in FMC (technological process without burnishing). As it can be seen on the graph, the shortest time of production and the best balanced loading of resources in FMC were obtained when 5 processes with burnishing were used in the production plan (variant „6” of production plan). Introducing more variants with burnishing for the manufacturing system did not bring such effective results because loaded turner centers extended the time of the work of the FMC.

Figure 11 presents the way the growth of productivity in the manufacturing system for production plan depending on the number of operations. In the variant „6”, where 378 operations where included in the schedule, the production plan achieved the biggest productivity growth. Further reduction of quantity of operations, with elimination of transportation activities did not make any differences in straining the manufacturing system.

5. Conclusions

The investigations show that the network organizational mould of flexible system of production is profitable for realization of variants of technological processes in burnishing plastic processing on cutting off machine tools.

It results mainly from the network structure of some technological processes with burnishing.

Scheduling tasks in the network production demand heuristic algorithms in order to find temporal optimal solutions.

However, preliminary scheduling is very helpful in analysis of technological variants while preparing the production program.
On the grounds of the above researches one can notice some favourable possibilities of balancing loads of the producing system resources with process with burnishing.
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